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Abstract7

State has generally been considered, internally and externally as the most powerful8

independent political authority. However, it has to engage with civil society and public sphere,9

the two significant components of nation-state polity at home. Globalization has profound10

impact on this power structure and shifted it to global level. Globalization also brought with11

it mundane issues like climate change which the state alone is incapable to cope with. Several12

powerful states and MNCs even become obstacle in fighting it. Civil society organizations13

(CSOs) with their limited resources are combating this issue that threatens human existence14

on this planet. However, ICTs enabled new public sphere brings in a ray of hope by opening15

new prospects for CSOs to deal with this threat. This article is meant to juxtapose the16

diversity of research-findings into a compact piece of knowledge and show strengths of NPS for17

civil society in perspective of climate change.18

19

Index terms— Global polity, New Public Sphere, Global civil society, Climate change, information and20
communication technologies.21

1 Introduction22

he rise of ’state’ in Europe was primarily the need of that period, as it provided the best remedies to then existing23
problems of security both internally and externally, issues of rising markets, and a dependable system of law and24
justice ??Beaulac, 2004). Travelling back into the history, the sovereign territorial states seem to have been a25
contingent product of a particular time and space (Ebo, 2007). The nation-state performed significant functions26
and provided an alternative ”loyalty” to the existing ethnic and religious split in Europe at that time (Mossberger27
et al., 2007).28

However, the state is increasingly enfeebled today (Ferguson, 2006). It finds itself bounded by competitors29
offering alternative rules and norms for world politics. The monopoly of state in international Arena30
is over; interstate relations are shifting to transnational realm. These transformations are marked by31
rising interdependence of the various transnational actors, and globalization reinforces this interdependence32
(Kapitonenko, 2009).33

Many scholars believe that the process of transformation is initiated by economic forces that are seeking34
higher profits in the global space, and is facilitated by technological developments in the field of communication,35
transportation, media and production (Wriston, 1992). The essential peculiarity of globalization is that physical36
distance becomes irrelevant and that territorial boundaries become less significant (Scholte, 2000).37

Moreover, a number of contemporary issues are global in their nature and solution. Among these problems,38
the most prominent is global warming which is characterized by the harm inflicted by unsustainable development39
(Grundmann, 2001). An in-depth consideration of the complexity of climate issue suggests that the climate40
issue cannot be addressed effectively without addressing the essentially environmentally hazardous dynamics of41
capitalism. Capitalist lust for profits transformed even living nature into dead commodities. The same forces42
facilitated the erosion of state power by freeing market from the state control (Bello, 2010).43
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3 EMERGENCE OF GLOBAL POLITY

Civil society has reacted more sharply than the state, to the issue of climate change at all the levels. Thousands44
of ENGOs are striving for environmental favors at local, national, regional and global level (Gemmill & Bamiele-45
Izu, 2002). These ENGOs take individual initiatives as well as work collectively . For example, climate action46
network (CAN), a network of around 700 NGOs struggling for environmental causes in over 90 countries around47
the world.48

The advent of the Internet has provided these ENGOs with a variety of new tools and channels to further49
their cause and motivate public opinion on climate change. The most significant development is the rise of50
’global human consciousness’ in response to the mundane issue of the contemporary era (Tehranian, 2004).51
These new issues are providing common reference points around which a new ’publicness’ is increasingly getting52
anchored. Climate change is one of the leading issues that have potential to raise this ’global publicness’ (Castells,53
2008). Civil society organizations (CSOs) are steering the debate on this issue and civic activities to achieve54
environmental goals by utilizing ICTs. So the new public sphere (NPS) has a lot of potentials for civil society to55
deal with this threat.56

2 II.57

3 Emergence of Global Polity58

Merriam Webster defines polity as a ”form of politically organized unit”. The term ’polity’ is interchangeably59
used for ’state’ and ’government’. However, ’polity’ in Aristotelian sense refers to a regime or a rule. Regime60
does not necessarily mean ’state’, it refers to norms, principles and procedures (Krasner, 1983c), which shape61
a socio-political whole, with its various elements, the relationship among these elements and the basic norms62
governing these relationships. The core concern in this relationship remains the aspect of ’power’. The norms63
of a polity ensure responsible exercise of power. So ’polity’ refers to a social formation, a larger whole in which64
’state’ is also accompanied by other pillars of power in this formation ??Polanyi, 1944). The ’state’ denominates65
a political society/sphere (Gramsci, 1971), distinct from market and family-the realm of private. Between the66
two lies ’civil society’ which has the power to mediate between political sphere/society and the private sphere67
(Habermas, 1989). Yet another realm, ’public sphere’ facilitates civil society to mediate with state and market68
to attain favors for individual and family, and completes the social whole. Market, though part of the realm69
of the ’private’, have the potential to exploit individual and family, so civil society steers this later part of the70
’private’ along with its associations to form a ’public sphere’ to bring the state and market in touch with needs71
of the ’individual and family’ at large. So three overlapping spheres of power i.e. state, civil society and public72
sphere constitute the whole and forms what may be termed as nation-state polity. Market serves as a powerful73
intervening variable in this relationship.74

The emergence of ’state’ has been attributed with the Westphalia treaty however, the polity of nationstate as75
we see today developed gradually in the post Westphalian period. The power shifted from Pope and feudal lords to76
monarchs and bourgeois class and eventually the democratic systems emerged which involved the common citizens77
through the mechanism of elections to provide legitimacy to emergent polity (Slavin, 1964). State dominated the78
international arena as the supreme authority for the last two centuries. However, since the process of globalization79
got pace, the Westphalian structure of polity seems to have been challenged.80

Globalization is a set of ongoing processes, without a beginning or an end, motivated by human instinct for81
improved style and standard of living, forcing connections among all types of institutions and organizations,82
resulting in destabilization and integration simultaneously and chronically. There is no space to explicate the83
debates regarding globalization. Globalization, we suppose is not entirely a new phenomenon. However, the84
contemporary technology led globalization is something unmatched and unprecedented in history. Technology85
led globalization has a profound impact on the nation-state polity. Globalization due to its macro and micro86
processes is acting as a catalyst for a societal change. No section of society, economy and politics is saved from87
the transformatory impacts of globalization (Manivannan, 2008).88

ICTs are the creator and facilitator of contemporary globalization which is the process that shapes a social89
system with the capability to work as a unit on earthly scale in real or chosen time (Castells, 1996). Capacity90
here refers to technological, institutional, and organizational capacity (Held et al., 1999). These processes have91
shifted the debate from the national to the global realm, and prompted the rise of a global civil society (GCS)92
and of informal structures of global governance. Consequently, the public sphere as an arena of debate on public93
issues has also moved from the national to the global level. The rising inability of nation-states to face and control94
the processes of globalization of the issues that are the purpose of their governance leads to ad hoc shapes of95
global governance and, eventually, to a new form of state. However nation states, despite their multidimensional96
crisis, do not vanish, instead they transform themselves to adjust to the new context. Their transformation is97
what really transforms the current character of politics and policy making (Castells, 2008).98

The nation-state based polity is drastically influenced by the ICTs led globalization amounting to a99
transformation. This transformation on the one hand has relocated the centers of power from national to100
global level, and on the other, has been compelling to redefine the conditions of interplay among the constituent101
elements of the new polity. The argument refers to the fact that ’state’ capacity to deal with the contemporary102
issues has decreased and that the new actors have come forth to fill the gap (Kobrin, 2001). Civil society and103
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public sphere, comparatively weaker elements of nation-state based polity, have now become powerful and have104
extended beyond the nation-state boundaries (Crack, 2007).105

So the emergent political structure at global level reflects three major components. A new public sphere106
(NPS) which is transnational in nature and is anchored around global communication networks. The second107
component of this political structure is ’global’ civil society which is an organized expression of the norms, values108
and interests of global society (Keane, 2003). A network state is the third component of the109
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global polity which is reflected in the emerging global governance structures (Castells, 2008).112

5 III.113

New Public Sphere ”Public sphere” lies between the state and civil society as a network to communicate114
information and different points of views (Habermas, 1996). The public sphere is an indispensable constituent115
of sociopolitical organization. It is the arena which provides the people the opportunity to come together as116
”citizens” and express their independent opinions which can have impact on the political setup of the society117
(Habermas, 1989). Civil society is the ordered manifestation of these opinions and the association between the118
state and civil society is the keystone of democracy. The state may drift away from its subjects if there is no civil119
society capable enough to structure and channelize citizens’ discussions over varied topics and conflicting issues120
(Castells, 2008).121

The contemporary information society and knowledge industries are characterized with the removal of all122
the temporal and spatial challenges to distanced communication with the help of ICTs. The peculiarity of the123
technologies of the network society is that they do not just extend conventional communication media, rather124
these are entirely different in terms of their structure, speed, and scope (Crack, 2007). The NPS is rising out125
of the information technologies initiating from a ’computer’ then linking them into ’Network’, which initiated126
within a building, then extended to cities, states and eventually ’global-networks’ emerged with the gadget of127
’Internet’, a global platform that provide opportunity to every citizen to become a ’global-citizen’ (Chan & Lee,128
2007).129

The public sphere that was once, woven around the national institutions of territorially bounded societies130
has moved to a public sphere anchored around the modern media system (Volkmer, 1999). This modern media131
system is based on networks of communication that enable many-to-many two-way exchange of messages in a132
multimodal shape of communication that can even bypass mass media and avoid state control as well (Crack,133
2007). These ICTs have enhanced dialogic prospects between geographically scattered and distinct actors, thus134
have provided the opportunities to extend public spheres beyond the realm of nation-state (Castells, 2008).135

The NPS supplies new opportunities for stimulating an active and attentive ’public’ (Oblak, 2002). These136
information civilization innovations are shaping a new global consciousness, founded on growing ”awareness of137
the world’s ecological and economic interdependence, cultural clashes and the need for dialogue and democracy”138
(Tehranian, 2004). This consciousness provides the basis for the rise of global ’public’ joined together as a virtual139
body by a sense of global affinity which springs out in response to mundane issues of the twenty first century.140
This ’affinity’ substitutes the ’common’ interests which were defined in the nation-state context in Habermas141
theory that brought private citizens together to form a public body. As the mundane issues today are global in142
nature, therefore the emergent ’affinity’ is equally global. However this affinity would be effective when there143
would be more and more terms of references (Crack, 2007).144

The issue of climate change provides one of such reference points that have the potential to bring the citizens145
from around the globe together as a single public. The technologies that enabled NPS provide unlimited146
opportunities to citizens and civil society, striving to deal with this issue.147

In perspective of climate change, one can observe the components of transformed polity. NPS on the issue148
of climate change exists in the shape of blogs, facebook pages, bulletin boards, and unlimited websites that149
provide the basic information on the subject and stimulate debates. One can also observe a vibrant global civil150
society striving to combat the rising temperature of the planet Earth. Among such organizations, prominent are151
the Climate Action Networks (CANs), World Wild Life Fund, Friends of Earth International and Greenpeace.152
Similarly, there are a huge number of environmental laws, and regimes along with global governance structures153
like UN International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). So the three structures of nation-state based polity can154
be observed on this particular issue on global level.155

6 IV.156

7 Prospects for Climate Change157

Climate change is a variation in the statistical properties of the environmental system when measured over158
long periods of time, regardless of cause (IPCC glossary). However, the term is particularly used to point to159
human induced climate change, contrary to natural changes in the Earth’s environmental system (UN Framework160
Convention on Climate Change, 1994). This term has become identical with anthropogenic global warming161
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9 B) ENGAGING CITIZENS

in perspective of sociopolitical environmental debates. Global warming is described as increase in Earths’162
surface temperature. Climate change encompasses global warming and everything else that gets affected by163
the greenhouse gases (NASA, 2011).164

The enormous consumption of fossil fuels that release huge amounts of greenhouse gases cause global warming.165
There is a scientific consensus that this would change climatic patterns both for humanity and other living beings166
on the Earth (Oosthoek & Gills, 2005).167

Climate change is one of such issues that can motivate ’public’ consciousness on planetary scale (Tehranian,168
2004;Crack, 2007). This global consciousness is increasingly enhanced by the facilities provided by information169
and communication technologies. The availability of information on issues relating to climate change added by170
the raised capacities of civil society to steer debate, and stimulate public actions to influence public policies is171
helping the cause of environmentalists (Castells, 2008).172

8 a) Motivating Global Opinion173

The popularity of ICTs in human activity requires that the notion and reality of the current popularity of social174
media be considered in the climate change crisis (Kazlauskas & Hasan, 2009). ICTs facilities like the Internet,175
cell phones, community and interactive radio that are easily available across the world, offer extraordinary176
opportunities to improve the generation, management and sharing of information about climate change (Ospina177
& Heeks, 2011).178

CSOs are increasingly using ICTs to disseminate information about climate change and motivate public opinion.179
Various successful ecampaigns actually provide the evidence for motivated citizenry across the globe. Several180
examples from the activities of ENGOs are worth consideration in this perspective. Greenpeace holds the world181
record for maximum comments on a Facebook page in a single day as its page Unfriendly Coal attracted record182
80,000 comments in on ??pril 14, 2011 ??Greenpeace, 2011). This was part of the ’unfriendly coal’ campaign to183
compel ’facebook’ to turn to renewable energy. After campaigning for 20 months to green Facebook, the website184
finally agreed to run on clean, renewable energy.185

Similarly, Kit Kat campaign was another social media facilitated campaign that persuaded Nestle to agree186
to removing products that resulted in the destruction of rainforest in Indonesia. The campaign used a ’video’187
to motivate public to boycott Kit Kat Choclate as its production negatively affected certain Indonesian forests,188
thus initiated a vibrant debate on social media. Various CSOs negotiated with the Nestle, and eventually Nestle189
agreed to stop such production that was harmful for rainforests (Petersson, 2010).190

Equally powerful tools are interactive radio and community radio. ENGOs are utilizing both of these facilities191
for environmental purposes (Kalas & Finlay, 2009). World Association of Community Radio Broadcasters192
(AMARC) initiated various environmental projects in different countries. Community radios in Madagascar,193
Peru, Uruguay and Argentina are some of their successful projects (AMARC website). Interactive radios are194
rapidly becoming popular. Public interact with the broadcasters via cell phone, SMS, email, Social Networking195
Sites. Furthermore, many ENGOs have established their interactive radio stations (Kalas & Finlay, 2009). to196
be a universal consensus among the citizens living in different parts of the planet earth that climate change is a197
serious threat that needs to be addressed immediately. The polls show that people are even willing to deal with198
this issue at the cost of their budgets. Of course exceptions do exist, just as exceptions exist in any territorial199
society. However in general, one can see the rise of global consciousness on the issue of climate change (World200
Bank, 2009). It is not argued that public opinion about climate change is solely determined by the ICTs, however,201
the potential significance of ICTs in this process can not be underestimated.202

9 b) Engaging citizens203

ICTs have immense potential to enable civil society to get citizens engaged in the struggle to combat this issue.204
This engagement can be in the shape of individual or collective green actions. ICTs particularly cell phone has205
made it easy and swift to communicate to citizens and motivate them for any action. The Billion Acts of Green206
(BAG) campaign is a good example of how ICTs can raise civic engagement for the environmental cause. The207
BAG campaign is a transnational effort meant to encourage simple actions on behalf of the planet in the shape208
of commitments from individuals and organizations to exhibit the collective power of service to the planet. The209
campaign was launched by the Earth Day Network on the eve of 2010’s Earth Day, the BAG utilized social media210
that facilitated enhanced public participation in this global effort. Facebook and twitter apps encouraged users211
to promise at least one ”act of green” and share it with members of their social network. The BAG campaign212
was extremely successful, and succeeded in registering over 5 million pledges (website of the campaign). BAG is213
still functional on facebook and is discovering innovative ways to help this cause from the global public.214

Greenpeace campaign to protect Argentina forest is another good example in this perspective. Greenpeace215
observed that 300,000 hectares of area is deforested in Argentina each year. To address this issue, Greenpeace216
Argentina used social media and conventional media to gather 1.5 million signatures for a petition to support La217
Ley de Bosques, or the Forest Law (Kinkade & Verclas, 2008).218

Through a form on the Greenpeace website, individuals were required to submit both email ID and cell phone219
number, and sign a petition that supported the Forest Law. Greenpeace succeeded in collecting around 300,000220
phone numbers, moreover 50,000 other numbers were collected through other means. Greenpeace remained221
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successful in collecting over 1.5 million people that signed the petition supporting the Forest Law (Kinkade &222
Verclas, 2008)223

10 c) Enhancing CSOs capabilities224

CSOs have been the most active defenders of the planet earth. Though ’states’ have more resources than these225
organizations however these have the ’will’, ’expertise’, ’reach’ and ’networks’ required to further this cause226
(Gemmill & Bamiele-Izu, 2002). Though, civil society’s participation in global environmental governance has227
improved the process and brought positive results in a variety of ways, however, keeping in view the fact that228
ENGOs have to struggle against states and MNCs, the world largest polluters, the resources available to these229
CSOs are extremely limited . Furthermore the existing socioeconomic differences between ENGOs of North and230
South pose challenges to any efforts for combating the causes of climate change (Petersson, 2010). The advent231
of ICTs facilitated the enhancement of the capabilities of CSOs. Generally speaking, social media have become232
a coordinating tool for political movements across the world (Shirky, 2011).233

ICTs have strengthened CSOs to perform several significant functions regarding climate change; providing234
expert advice and analysis, intellectual struggle against state, mobilizing public opinion, representation of the235
citizens, monitoring, assessing and legitimizing global-scale decision making processes (Gemmill & Bamiele-Izu,236
2002).237

These days nearly all NGOs utilize the Internet for internal communication; for shaping public opinion238
through their websites; for improving member services by supplying them a greater amount of information;239
for communicating swiftly at lower cost; for recruiting new members and for soliciting financial support; for240
disseminating informational resources to governments and the public; for raising public awareness and for241
mobilizing citizens to become politically involved; and for realizing innovative ideas (Petersson, 2010).242

11 d) Monitoring Carbon emission and formulating adaptation243

plans244

Despite enhanced role of CSOs in combating climate change, it has been the states that mostly monitored the245
carbon emission and formulated adaptation plans due to its monopoly over technologies, resources and political246
authority. However, with the advancement in technologies and transformation in the power structures, CSOs are247
increasingly acquiring capabilities to monitor the carbon emission and shape effective adaptation plans.248

MobGAS, a mobile application can be utilized for tracking individual emissions of greenhouse gases. This249
application was designed by scientists at the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre. It can track the250
emissions of gases like carbon dioxide, nitrous compare their emissions with national and international averages251
(Kinkade & Verclas, 2008). Citizens can know about the emissions caused by watching television, driving, or252
cooking at any time. By creating a link between their users’ daily activities and greenhouse gas emissions,253
mobGAS can encourage individuals to change their lifestyle. The application also provides tips on how to adjust254
activities to reduce emissions. MobGAS was downloaded over 3,000 times between December 2007 and February255
2008. MobGAS due to its potential to raise individuals’ awareness of emission can facilitate higher-level change256
(Kinkade & Verclas, 2008). A variety of such devices are facilitating CSOs in pursuit of their goals.257

Adaptation plans to combat environmental issues demands a partnership between public, private and civil258
sectors. ICTs enable multiple actors to get involved in the design of adaptation strategies at all levels, from259
simple broadcast and opinion shaping on various issues to be decided ? to enhanced engagement by means of260
social media and online polling of those who are expected to be affected ? to the use of group decision support261
systems to model and analyze various scenarios, and facilitate decision making (Ospina & Heeks, 2011).262

12 e) Pressurizing State and MNCs263

ENGOs network inform and persuade individuals and government by generating and disseminating relevant264
information. These pressurize governments to make certain changes by either holding them answerable for existing265
laws, or shaming their particular behaviors with ethical demands for social justice (Custard, 2008). ENGOs can266
be referred to as ”watchdogs for the global commons”. These strive to make both state and businesses accountable.267
These have become now stakeholder with the ’state’ in environmental governance and have been very actively268
participating in environmental legislative forums (Petersson, 2010). ICTs are facilitating ENGOs in performing269
this function.270

Usage of social media to pressurize state, and particularly to rally support on the eve of major economic and271
political forums have become quite common (Castells, 2008; ??rack, 2008). Businesses are also coming stress272
from the innovative use of social media by ENGOs. Cell phone based one of such initiative is the Climate Counts273
USA, which facilitates citizens to check companies’ environmental sustainability ratings, and then compare them274
with their competitors. This information is sent back to a consumer in the shape of a scorecard via text message,275
which shows the self-reported efforts of businesses to address environmental issues. Climate Counts has produced276
an index based on whether these companies V.277
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13 Discussion278

It would be oversimplification to consider climate change as just an environmental issue because it is the279
consequence of modern economic systems, and our contemporary living style. The politics of climate change280
is marked by scientific uncertainties, north-south divide, different approaches of coastal and mainland states, role281
of TNCs and certain social issues as well. Furthermore, it is a matter of resources, expertise and access to centers282
of power for ENGOs which highlights the fact that ENGOs struggle for environmental goals itself is marked by283
differences . These offline differences also influence NPS and as a result, its efforts to win favors from national284
and global political authorities.285

However, it is important to note that the politics of climate change is cosmopolitics and any genuine effort to286
bring this issue to its logical conclusion requires a post nation-state approach (Gills, 2008). It also ushers in an287
opportunity to prove the existence of a single human race on planet earth, striving to safeguard its motherhood.288
However, the existing socio-economic differences between north and south publics, and their civil society actors289
results in fragmentation in public sphere. As a result multiple public spheres emerge on the subject, with different290
aims and approaches to deal with this issue.291

These challenges have multiple effects on NPS on climate change. The north-south divide at the very global292
level can create fragmentation in the public sphere. The existing socio-economic differences within a state can293
further create groups with different approaches on this issue. Moreover the works of skeptic scientists can also294
misguide the public and produce false public opinion. As a result of these challenges, the fragmented public295
sphere on climate change becomes weak in pressurizing political authorities at national and transnational levels296
to act decisively on the drastic threat to the planet earth.297

ICTs potentials get undermined by the existing digital divide which is actually yet another reflection of existing298
socioeconomic divides (Papacharissi, 2002). However, in this perspective, cell phones offer unique opportunities299
to ENGOs for staying in touch with their members as well as with the public in general (Bahague, 2008). Around300
6 billion cell phones are in use across the world (ITU, 2012). Mobile phone technology is very extensively used301
by NGOs these days. It enables CSOs to generate awareness, initiating public discourse, collect environmental302
data and to perform several other functions (Kinkade & Verclas, 2008).303

VI.304

14 Conclusion305

The process of ’polity’ formation at transnational level is underway. The elements of the nation-state based306
polity may find similar matches at global level but based on different footings. One can observe the emergence307
of transnational public sphere, GCS actors and of course emerging global governance structure woven in a larger308
framework beyond nation-state. This requires the need for new lenses to see the world as a unit itself, as a grand309
polity, having three distinct spheres that reinforce each other beyond nation-state and negotiate with each other310
to coupe with various issues faced by the Planet Earth.311

The NPS being entirely different from conventional public sphere in its nature, structure, vastness and312
mechanisms is shaping public opinions in its own way by infusing the feelings of ’global citizenship’ in its activists.313
Global civil society organizations are utilizing this opportunity for public opinion generation on climate change314
by initially providing the global citizens with the required information and more importantly by involving them315
in global campaigns with disregard to territory.316

ICTs have ushered in a new era of opportunities for global civil society to cope with the issue of climate317
change. ICTs dire problem-the digital divide is being checked by the ICTs emerging capability of integrating318
communication technologies. Today, billions of people get access to information and their network via cell phones319
along with the Internet. Similarly new opportunities like interactive radio & television are opening up new avenues320
for ENGOs and are proving to be a setback for the proponents of ’digital divide’. The NPS is facilitating global321
civil society to play effective role in the planetary governance.322

However, it should also be emphasized that ICTs alone can not create a vibrant global public sphere on323
any issue. In order to achieve concrete result on this issue various concerns should be addressed. The existing324
north-south divide in socio-economic development is one of the major hurdles in achieving such noble ends. The325
environmental problems related with the modern lifestyle can be addressed through schooling and public sphere326
discussions leading the way to convince policy makers at the top.327
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